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Tree pattern matching is a fundamental operation that is used in a number of programming 
tasks such as code optimization in compilers, symbolic computation, automatic theorem 
proving and term rewriting. An important special case of this operation is linear tree 
pattern matching in which an instance of any variable in the pattern occurs at most once. 
In this paper we describe a new parallel algorithm for linear tree pattern matching using 
a parallel random access machine model. 
1 In t roduct ion  
Tree replacement systems are used in a number of significant programming tasks such 
as design of interpreters for nonprocedural programming languages[12], automatic imple- 
mentations of abstract data types [10], code optimization in compilers [1,15], symbolic 
computatlons[01, context searching in structure ditors, automatic theorem proving and 
term rewriting. A key operation in tree replacement systems involves implifying trees by 
repeatedly replacing subtrees according to a set of replacement rules. A fundamental nd 
compute-intensive st p in this operation involves repeated searching for subtrees which 
may be replaced. This is known as the tree-pattern-matching problem. 
Informally, given a subject tree s and a pattern tree(s) p, the tree-pattern-matching 
problem is concerned with identifying the nodes in s such that the subtrees rooted at 
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these nodes are identical to p following replacement of nodes labeled with variables in p by 
appropriate subtrees of a. For example, consider the tree s and pattern p shown in Figure 
1. p has two nodes labeled with variables X and Y. Observe that p matches 8 at the root 
since replacing X by the subtree rooted at node 2 and Y by c makes p and s identical. 
Similarly, it can be easily verified that p also matches at node 2. 
Due to the importvaxce of this problem, several researchers have examined the design 
of sequential algorithms for it. Karp, Miller and Rosenberg [13] were the first to give an 
algorithm for this problem. However, they required the patterns to be full binary trees. 
This problem was later examined by ttoffmann and O'Donnell [11]. They presented a
bottom-up and a top-down algorithm for linear tree pattern matching. In a linear pattern 
an instance of any variable occurs at most once. If  n and m axe the total number of nodes 
in the subject and pattern tree respectively, then their bottom-up algorittma has a worst 
case complexity of 0(2 "~ + r~) whereas the top-down algorithm requires O(mn) time in 
the worst case. Kecently, an efficient implementation of their bottom-up algorithm for 
non-linear patterns was described by Purdom and Brown [17] 
Since tree pa~tern matching is a commonly repeated operation in tree replacement 
systems~ it is important o speed up this operation. One way to speed it up is to use 
parallel processors. The standard model of synchronous parallel computation is a PRAM 
(parallel random access machine) [8]. This model consists of a collection of processors that 
share a global memory and execute a single program in lock step. There axe variants of 
the PRAM model which handle conflicting reads and writes to the same global memory 
location differently. The strongest variant is the ClZCW PRAI~ (Concurrent Read Con- 
current Write) model that allows simultaneous reading and writing to the same location 
by more than one processor. The CREW PRAM (Concurrent Read F~xclusive Write) al- 
lows simultaneous reading by more than one processor, but disallows simultaneous writes. 
The weakest vaxlant is the EREW PRAM (Exclusive Read Exclusive Write) in which si- 
multaneous reading and simultaneous writing are both prohibited. A survey of parallel 
algorithms designed on thifs model is presented both in [21] and in [14]. 
In this paper we present a deterministic parallel algorlthm for linear tree pattern ma~ch- 
ing. To the best of our knowledge this is the first known algorithm for this problem on 
the PRAM model. Our parallel algorithm requires an entirely new approach than those 
used in sequential algorithms. For instance, the two methods employed in [11] are inher- 
ently sequential. This is because the top-down approach requires a preorder traversal of 
the subject tree while in the bottom-up approach a match for an internal node cannot be 
computed before computing the match for all of its descendants. 
The main results in this paper are as follows. Let r~ and rr~ be the size of the subject 
and pattern tree respectively. Let/z be the number of variables associated with the nodes 
of the pattern tree. 
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Figure 1: Example 1 
1. We describe a parallel algorltlma on EREW PRAM that uses O(n 2-') processors and 
requires O(n'log n) time (for any constant e> 0). 
nk 
2. We also present another algorithm on CREW (CP~CW) PRAM that uses O(/o--0-~) 
nk 
processors and requircs O(Iog2 ) (O(Iog n)) time. Note that these 
gorithms are adaptive in the sense that the processor complexity depends on the 
number of variables in the pattern. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we sketch the notational 
preliminaries required for the tree-pattern-matching problem. In Section 3 we give an 
overview of our algorithms and their detailed description appears in Section 4. Finally, 
concluding remarks appear in Section 5. 
2 Pre l iminar ies  
Let V be aset of variables and F be aset of function symbols. We assume that VAF = $. 
Each functiou ] G F has a fixed arity a /which is a finite non-negative integer. A function 
symbol with arJty 0 is a constant. A term is rccursively defined as follows. 
9 A variable or a constant is a term and~ 
9 if f E F and t l , t2 , . . . , t ,  1 are terms then so is f(h,t2,... ,t.~). 
A ground term is made up of only function symbols. On the other hand a term con- 
raining one or more variables is a pattern. A term is represented by a labeled directed tree 
defined as follows. 
Definit ion 1 A labeled directed tree is a finite directed tree T(r~N,Z)  such that: 
1. N is a finite set of nodes and E is the set of edges in the tree. 
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Figure 2: Example 2 
~. r is a special node called root which has indegree 0 and every other node has indegree 1. 
3.  Every node n of ~he tree T has a unique label that belongs to V U F.  
4. if a node n has label v E V, then it ha8 outdegree O. 
5. if a node n has label f E F, then it has outdegree ay, and the edges leaving it are 
labeled 1,~,. . . , al~ respectively. 
The labeled tree representations of a term s = f ( f (a ,  b), f ( f (a ,  a), a)) containing sym- 
bols from F alone and a term p = f ( f (a ,X ) ,Y )  containing symbols f rom F U V is shown 
in F igure 2. 
Pat tern  matching on trees is defined as follows. Let s be the tree representing a ground 
term and p be a pat tern  tree with k variables. 
Def in i t ion  2 p matches at node z if there ezists ground terms t l , t z , . . . , tk  such that the 
new ground term p" obtained by substituting tl for the i ~h variable in p, is identical to the 
subtree of  s rooted at z. 
As an i l lustrat ion,  in F igure 2 the pat tern  p matches ~ at node 1 since we can choose tl = b 
and t2 = f ( f (a ,  a), a) as substitutions for X and Y respectively. Similarly, p also matches 
s at node 3. 
In  the t ree-pattern-matching problem we are required to list all the nodes in s at which 
a match  for p occurs. 
3 Overv iew 
In the  descr ipt ion and analysis of our algorithms for l inear tree pat tern  matching we will 
assume that  s and p denote the subject and pat tern  t~ees respectively. We will also assume 
that  n and  m denote the size of s and p respectively. Throughout his paper we will be 
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using tree s and p in Figure 2 to illustrate our algorithm. 
A special case of tree pattern matching is term matching in which we match p with s at 
its root. Therefore any term-matching algorithm can be used to do tree pattern matching. 
This is the basis of our first parallel algorithm. 
In the second approach we use string matching to do tree pattern matching. Herein~ 
we i~rst transform the subject and pattern trees into a string representation that preserves 
the structure of the two trees. A succession of string matching is then performed and the 
results are carefully combined in order to solve the tree-pattern-matching problem. 
3.1 Jklgorithm using Term Matching 
The basic idea behind our first approach is to perform pattern matching in trees through a 
sequence of term matching on the subtrees of 8. For every node in s form a suhtree rooted 
at that node consisting of all its descendants. Tree pattern matching now involves term 
matching p with each of these subtrees. 
Certain simple optimizations can be carried out in order to eliminate unnecessary term 
matching on some of the subtrees of s as these are guaranteed to fail. For instance, term 
matching p with a subtree ~, such that the root labels ofp and ~ are different~ is bound to 
fail. 
Dwork et. al [7] and Verma et. al [22] independently proposed the first paraUel algo- 
rithms for term matching using CREW PRAM. Recently, these algorithms were substan- 
tially improved in [18]. This improved algorithm runs on EREW PRAM in O(n'log ~) 
time and uses O((n + m) a-e) (0 < e _< 1) processors. Using this algorithm for tree pattern 
matching would result in a worst-case processor complexity of O(n 2-~) and a time com- 
plexity of O(n~log z~). The worst case processor complexity arises when s is a degenerate 
tree consisting only of function symbols whose arity is either 1 or 0 and m << n. 
3.2 Algorithm using String Matching 
The central idea underlying our second approach requires "linearizing" the pattern and 
subject trees in such a way that their structural information is preserved. We then perform 
a sequence of string matches on these linearized structures and combine the outcomes of 
these matches to solve the tree-pattern-matching problem. The remainder of the paper 
deals with this approach. 
We linearize the tree using its Euler circuit which is obtained as follows. Fil:st we 
replace every edge by a pair of oppositely directed edges. In the resulting structure, the 
circuit containing all the edges in which each edge occurs exactly once constitutes an F, uler 
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circuit. By breaking this circuit at the root we obtain an Euler chain. 
In the tree-pattern-matching problem the reIative order of the children of a node is 
crucial. It is therefore important to preserve this ordering in the linearized structure. The 
construction given earlier for ruler chain does not preserve such an ordering. We therefore 
use a variant of the above construction i which this ordering is guaranteed tobe preserved. 
We represent the Euler chain as a string defined recursively as follows. 
Def in i t ion  3 
1. A string representing the Euler chain of a tree T(r,N,E) such that N = {r} and 
E -~ q~ is r, i.e., if there is only one node in the tree then the string representing the 
Euler chain is just that node. 
2. if T(r,N,E) is a tree and Tx(rx,N1, Ex),T2(r2,N2,E2),.. .  ,Tt(r,,Nt,Et) are the sub. 
trees rooted at the children rl, r : , . . .  ,rl of r respectively, then the string representing 
the Euler chain of T(r,N,E) is re lre2. . ,  retr where el is the string representing Euler 
chain o] the subtree Ti(r~, Ni, E~) rooted at rl. 
As an illustration, the strings representing s and p in Figure 2 are 12425213686963731 
and 124252131 respectively. Note that our definition preserves the relative ordering of the 
children of every node. 
We use the following key properties of an Euler chain in the design of our algorithm. 
1. The leaves of the tree occur only once in the chain. 
2. A node z with a~ children occurs a~ q- 1 times in the chain. 
3. The substring in the Euler chain between the first and last occurrence of a node i is 
the Euler chain of the subtree rooted at i. 
4. For a node z with at children~ the ruler chain of the subtree rooted at its i th child 
is the substring between the i th and (i + 1) th occurrence of z 
In our description matching of two strings refers to matching the labels associated with 
the nodes in the string. 
We now give an overview of our algorithm. Let the strings E, and Ep be the Euler 
chains of s and p respectively. Let/~, and Ep denote the size of these strings respectively. 
We will assume that pattern p has k variables V1, V2,..., Vk. Since only leaf nodes are 
associated with the variables and since each leaf appears exactly once in the Euler chains 
each of the variables V1, V2,..., Vh therefore appear exactly once in Ep. 
We first store Eo in an array. Next we split Ep into k q- 1 strings by removing the 
k variables from it. We denote these strings as 8x~s2,... ~s~+x. For example~ in Figure 
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101010101 0,0,0, 
M~ = 41o}o lo lo lo lo} -  o o o o i~ Io lo  o) 
 1olol o 0 o[ol lo o ~ 
M~ = 2 0 0 0 0 .... 9 819 /OLO o o ~ o o x7 
~1~1ol4  o l~ lz l81o lo  ~1o1~311~41o1~1~71 M3 
Figure 3: 
2 removing X and Y results in three strings sl = 1242~ s2 = 2I~ s3 ~ 1. The corre- 
sponding labels associated with the nodes are , f faf ,  f f  and f .  We then construct ables 
M1, M2, . . . ,  M~ where each Ms has E, entries. If there is a ma~ch for 81 in E, at position 
j then the jth entry of Mi contains the starting and ending position of this match. If case 
of  no match it is null. For strings sl,s2 and aa, the tables M~,M~ and Ms are shown in 
Figure 3. 
We say that Ep matches a substring of E~, beginning at the i th position in E,  if there 
are substrings el, e2, . . . ,  ek of E, such that the new string Ep" obtained by substituting el 
for Vi in Ep is identical to the substring of E, between positions i and i + E v" - 1. In order 
to ensure that this match corresponds to a tree-pattern match the following conditions 
must hold. 
CI : The new string E v' obtained following the substitution must represent an Euler chain 
of a subtree of s. 
C2 : Each of the e~s must be Euler chain of a subtree of s. 
C1 can be easily veri~ed since E v' is a Euler chain of the subtree of s rooted at z iff the 
i th position in E~ is the first occurrence of 9 in B, and the (i + Ep' - 1) t~ position is the 
last occurrence of a~ in Eo. The second condition 6'2 can be ensured by using only those 
substrings of Eo whose first and last entries correspond to the first and last occurrence of 
the same node. 
Since sl is a prefix of Ep it is obvious that the set of matches for Ep in Eo is a subset 
of  matches for sl in E,. We therefore look for a possible match of E v in E,  only at the 
non-null entries in M1. Let ~ be one such entry. We then proceed to check whether E v 
matches E, at position i. This is done as follows. Mx[~][2] specifies the position in E, 
at which the matching of sl ends. Since B v is 81Vla2V2...skVkak+l, ~he substitution for 
V~ must be a substring of/~, that starts from position M~[i][2] + 1. This position must 
correspond to the first occurrence of a node, say z (as only subtrees can be substituted 
for variables). Otherwise 2~p cannot match E, ~t i. On the other hand, if this condition 
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is satisfied then the substitution for V1 will be the substring of E0 which lies between the 
first and last occurrence of ~. Let the last occurrence of z occur at jth position in E~ We 
should therefore match s2 beginning from the (] § 1) t~ position in Eo. Obviously M2[j § 1] 
must be a non-null entry. Similarly we compute substitutions for V~, Vs,... ,V~. Upon 
successful completion of this step Ep will match E, at position ~. We then have to verify 
that this matched substrlng satisfies C1. 
We illustrate this using Figure 2 as an example. We start with M111] which is a non-null 
entry. The match for sl ends at the 4 th position. Since the 5 th position in Eo contains 
the first occurrence of node 5, substitution for X begins from this position. Since node 5 
occurs only once (leaf) it is substituted for X. As we have a non-null entry in M2 at the 
6 TM position we proceed further. From M216] it is clear that substitution for Y must begin 
at 8 th position. This is the first occurrence of node 3. Substituting the substring between 
the 8 th and 16 th position E~ for Y and checking for a match of ss at the 17 th entry (in M3) 
we conclude that Ep matches E~ at its 1 't position. 
4 Deta i led  Descr ipt ion 
Our implementation of tree pattern matching requires a parallel strlng-matching algo- 
rithm. Both Vishkin[20] and Galil[9] have presented optimal parallel algorithms for string- 
n 
matching. The algorithm in [20] uses a CRCW P~M.  It requires O(/o~--~) processors 
and takes O(log n) time where n is the size of the input. Galil presents two algorithms 
W~ 
in [91. His first algorithm uses CREW PRAM. It requires O(~)  processors and takes 
O(log2n) t ime whereas the second algorithm uses CRCW PRAM having same processor 
and time complexity as the algorithm in [20]. We will be using the algorithms in [9] for 
our purpose. Henceforth any reference to parallel string-matching in our paper will refer 
to these algorithms. 
We must have the Euler chains of the pattern and subject trees in an array since the 
parallel string-matching algorithms require their input to be in this form. To place a linked 
list in an array we must compute the ranks of each entry in the list and use the ranks as 
the position for that entry in the array. For this purpose we use the prefix algorithm given 
in [16]. Informally~ given an input al * a2 * . . .  * am with associative operators *, the prefix 
algorithm computes /~ = al * a2 * . . .  * a~ for each i. The algorithm in [16] uses O(n) 
processors and takes O(log •.) time on a EREW PRAM. 
Another important result that is used in this paper is due to Brent [3]. This result~ 
referred to as Bren~'s ~heorem~ states that any synchronous parallel algorithm that consists 
of a total of z elementary operations and takes time 4, can be implemented by q processors 
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in time - + 4. This implies that a parallel algorithm of processor complexity p0 and time 
q 
complexity to can be simulated by p <_ P0 processors in time ~ such that pt ~ P0t0- 
We will assume that s and p are represented aslabeled directed trees. For convenience 
we will also assume that these trees are "inverted". In such a tre% a child node points to 
its parent node. We first transform this inverted tree into its ruler chain which is stored 
in an array. Tarjan and Vishkin construct an edge-based ruler chain from the adjacency 
llst of a tree [19]. However their construction cannot be readily user to obtain the F, uler 
chnin from the inverted tree. We have therefore devised the following construction. 
The nodes of the tree are stored in an array T of records. The/abe/in a record contains 
either a function symbol or a variable associated with the node. The father field contains 
a pointer to the parent of the node and the edge_label field contains an integer specifying 
the node's ordering relative to its sibling. In order to facilitate the construction we also 
use another field in the record called tour ~vhich is an array of a q- 1 records where a is the 
arity of the function symbol associated with that node. The first step in the construction 
involves forming a linked list using the ~our fields. Now each record in ~our field contains 
two pointers: node_info (which is used to point to the record in T that represents he node 
in the chain) and tour_info (which is used to form the l~nked list in the ~,uler chaSn). In 
addition it also contains three other fidds: subtree, cost and type. In record T[i] the sub~ree 
field within each entry of ~ur  is used for storing the last occurrence of node i in the tguler 
chain. This information will be needed when we identify substitutions for variables during 
tree-matching. The type field in the jth entry of T[i].~o~r is used to indicate whether i is 
a leaf node. In ease i is not a leaf then this field specifies whether the j~a occurrence of i is 
the first (last) occurrence of L The cost field is used in the prefix computation i order to 
compute the rank of each entry in the tour field. Finally, each entry of T[i].~our is placed 
in an array E at a position given by the respective cost field. The algorithmle details are 
given below. 
Algorithm GenTour 
We assign one processor per node and do the following steps in parallel. Since the root node 
does not have a father, the processor assigned to the root of the ~ree is disabled whenever 
a step in the algorithm requires access to the father of a node. The algorithm often assigns 
v~lues to pointers which are addresses of variables. For this purpose we assume a function 
adr  0 that returns the address of a variable. 
S tep  1 First initialize the node_info field of each record in tour. For processor i repre- 
senting node i do 
1. T[T[i].f ather].tour[T[i].edge_label].node_in/o := T[i]./ather 
Step 2 Now set up the Euler chain using the tour_info field. For this step we assume the 
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existence of a function ar ity 0 which returns the arity of a function. 
1. T[T[i]. f atherl.tour[T[i].edge-labell.tour_in ] o := adr(T[i].tour[1]) 
2. T[i].tour[arity(T[i].label) + 1].tour_in f o := 
adr(T[T[i].]ather].~our[T[i].edge_label + 1]) 
S tep  3 Next compute the type information. Here we use leaf to denote leaf of the tree, 
f irst to de~ote the first occurrence of a node in the Euler chain and last to denote 
the last occurrence of a node in the chain, dummy is used to denote the other 
occurrences of a node. 
T[T[i].father].~our[T[i].edge_label].~ype := dummy 
/* first i~tialize the type fields to dummy */ 
if (arity(T[i].label) = 0) then 
Till.tour Ill.type := leaf 
else 
T[i].tour [arlty(T[il.label) + 1].type := last 
end l f  
Step 4 Now place the Euler chain in an array. The position in the array for each entry 
of tour field of T[i] is given by its rank in the linked list representation f the Euler 
chain, The ranks can be calculated by the prefix algorithm. The ranks replace the 
contents of cost field. Now the subtree field of each record in tour of T[i] are the 
contents of the cost field of the last record in it. 
1. T[T[i]. f a~her].tour[T[i].edge_label].suhtree := 
T[T[i]. f ather].tour[arity( T[T[i].f ather].Iabel) + 1].cost 
2. if(T[i].tou~[1].type = leaf) then 
T[i]. o r[1].s=btree := Tti].to=r[ll.eost 
endl f  
Step 1~ Copy each record ] in tour field ofT[i] into the array E at location ].cost as follows. 
1. E[T[T[i].father].tour[Tfi].edge_label + 1].cost] := 
T[T[i]. y ather].~our[T[i].edge_label + 1] 
2. E[T[i].to r[ll. ost] := 
Complex i ty :  Step 4 of the algorithm takes 0(Io 9 n) time using O(n) processers. All 
other steps take only constant ime. Hence the Euler chain can be constructed in time 
O(Iog n) using O(n) processors. 
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Once we have the Euler chain of the subject ree (stored in array E,) and the pattern 
tree (stored in array Ev) then the problem of tree-pattern matching can be transformed 
into one of pattern matching on strings. We accomplish this in two phases. In the ~rst 
phase we preprocess the pattern and convert it into a set of s~rings and then match these 
strings with the Euler chain of the subject o produce the tables M~, Ms, . . .  ,M~+I. In the 
second phase we use the information in these tables to do pattern matching. 
In the first phase we convert/~p into a set ~p of strings with no variables. Each substring 
si of Ep that lies between successive variables in/~p is an element in ~.  In a pattern with 
k variables we will have k + 1 strings in ~3~. Each string in ~p is specified by a pair denoting 
its starting and ending position in E,. The set P.p is organized in a table of k + 1 entries. 
~p[i] contains the pair (z,~/) where 9 and y are the starting and ending positions of si in 
/~p. Following this step we generate the tables M1, M2,. . . ,  Nir~+l as described earlier. 
Note that checking for a match in any row of M1, by assigning one processor to that 
row, requires sequentially visiting each of the k + 1 tables. Clearly, this would result in 
a time complexity of O(k). We can however speed this up using O(~7,k) processors as 
follows. We first combine pairs of tables M~ and M~+~ (i E {1,3,.. . ,1} (I ---- k if ]~ is odd 
else l = k - 1)). During this step~ for every non-null entry in )Vir~ we compute a substitution 
for Vi (if one exists). Any substitution for Vii relates two entries z and ~t in tables M~ and 
M~+z and we replace M~[x][2] with M~+I[~/][2]. At the end of this step we are left with k 
2 
tables 2%//1, Ms~...,  Mz. l~epeating this step O(lo 9 It) times will result in a single table. A 
non-null entry (~,~/) in the final table indicates a match at position 9 for Ep in E,. 
As an illustration~ consider the tables in Figure 3. Combining M1 and M'2 results in an 
updated M1. Ms is not combined with any other table in this step. The updated M1 and 
the unaltered Ms are shown below. 
Ill0 010101010Is 10F01010101~1010101 
M~ = 
o o oI0,{o{Oll4{ololol,ololololo{ol 
o . . . . . . . . .  ~ Ix Ms 
Since there is no substitution for X starting at the 17 tl~ position of E,, the 13 t~ entry in the 
updated M~ is null. Combining the updated M1 with Ms in the second iteration results in 
the final table shown below. 
-L'.I~176 ~ '~176 ~176176176176176 ~-I1~. . ,10 o o olo11~.1,,o o o o o o oL~ 
Observe from the table that /~ matches E, at its 1 ~ and 8 t~ positions. Since these two 
positions correspond to the first occurrences of nodes 1 and 3 respectively, pattern tree p 
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matches ubject ree s at nodes 1 and 3. 
E,k 
We can reduce the processors required in the above step to O(T~-~). This is done by 
k 
first forming O(T~-~,  ) groups, each of which consists of log k tables. The/th group contains 
tables M~,~og *+1 through M(;+l),tog ~. We assign E0 processors per group to combine all the 
k 
tables within it. This can be done in O(log k) time. The resulting O(-/-~-~-T) tables is then 
combined as described earlier. 
We now give the details of our algorithm. The input consists of two Euler chains Ep 
and •, which are two arrays created by algorithm GenTour .  We will assume a function 
variable() whlch~ given a node label~ returns a boolean value true if the the label is a 
variable and false otherwise. We use the construct pardo...parend to denote the parallel 
execution of steps within the construct. 
Algor i thm TreeMatch  
First Phase 
Step 1 First preprocess the pattern to create the set of strings and store them in 
array ~n[1..k + 1]. At the end of this step ~,p[i] will contain has a pair of indices 
into Ep delimiting the ith string. This preprocessing is done as follows. We 
first assign a cost of 1 to each variable and a cost of 0 to others. Use the 
prefix algorithm to compute the rank of all the members in the string. The 
positions preceding and succeeding a variable (whose rank is j )  are the ending 
and starting positions of two consecutive strings j and j + 1 respectively. 
for each entry i pardo 
= 0 
i f  varlable(E~[i].node_info.label) then  Ep[i].cost = 1 
end i f  
parend 
Use the prefix algorithm to compute 
EAi].eos~ = E~'=a E~[j] (1 < i < E~ 
Now complete ~p as follows 
for each i > 0 pardo 
i f  variable(Ep[/].node_info.label) then  
end| f  
parend 
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Sp[1][1] ----- 1 /* first string always tarts at i = 1 */ 
Step 2 Note that the length of string i is ~]p[i][2]- ~]~[~][1] -t- I. Now use the parallel 
string matching algorithm to construct the tables M1, M2,.. 9 M~+I in parallel. 
This concludes the first phase of our algorithm. 
Second Phase Now combine the tables to produce the result of tree-pattern matching 
in M1. We first combine very log k tables in parallel to produce O( /@0 ~.) tables. 
After that in O(log k) time we combine these tables into M1. For simplicity let us 
k+l  
assume that k + 1 is divisible by log k and r - log k 
Step 1 This step combines each of the log k tables 
for each i E {1, 2,. . .  ,r} pardo 
for each j E {1, 2, . . . ,  E,} pardo 
fo r l= l to logkdo  
if (M,[.j][1] ~ O) then 
if (E,[MI[j][2] + 1].type -= first V E,[M,[j][2] + 1].type = leaf) 
then 
if (M~+,[E,[M~[i][2] + 1].sub tree + 1][1] # 0) then  
M,[i][2] = M~+dE,[M, Lj][2] + 1].~b~ree + 1][2] 
else M, iJl[1] = M,~/][21 = 0 
endif  
else M,[j][I] -- M,~/][21 = 0 
endif  




Step 2 Now tables M~,~og ~(i E {1, 2, . . . ,  r}) contain the results of combining M~ 
through M(i+l).log k-1. However fo~ simplicity of notation we assume that the 
results of above step is available in tables M~ through M~. 
for each i ~ {1,2,...  ,r} pardo 
for each j 9 {I~ 2~..., E, pardo 
for l~ l to logrdo  
if  (i + 2 l _< r) then 
if  (M,~][1] r O) then 
if (E,[M,[j][2] + 1].$ype = first V E,[MI[j][2] + 1]Aype = leaf) 
then 
i f  (M~+2t[E,[M~[j][2] + 1].subtree + 1][1] 5~ 0) then 
M,[i][2] = M,+~,[E, [M~][2]  + 1].,~bt~e~ + ~][~] 
else M,[j][1] = M~[j][2] = 0 
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endif 







Step 3 Finally we check whether C1 is satisfied 
for each i E 1,2,...~Eo 
if~Ml [i] [1] ~ 0) then 
ii~ E,[Ml[i][1]].type ~ first V Eo[Ml[i][2]].type ~ last) then 




Now the non-nuU entries in M1 give the position at which E~ matches E~ If i 
is one such entry then E,[Ml[i][1]].node_info is the node in s at which there is 
a match forp. 
Complexity:  Step 1 of the first phase can be computed in O(log n) time using O(n) 
processors. The second step involves tring matching of O(k) strings with Eo. Since E, is 
nk O(n) this step can be carried out using O(lo--~. ) processors in time O(log n). As described 
nk 
earlier the second phase of our algorithm can be carried out with O(72--2-~- ) processors in 
time O(Iog k). Since log n > log k~ by Brent's theorem this phase can~ be carried out 
nk 
in time O(Iog n) with O(/o--0-~n) processors. The parallel string-matching algorithm used in 
g 
Step 2 of the first phase requires CRCW PRAM. All the other steps can be implemented 
on CREW PRAM. 
The parallel string matching algorithm can also be implemented on CREW PRAM with 
n 
a processor complexity of O(~)  and a time complexity of O(log2n). So by Brent's theo- 
nk 
rem our algorithm takes O(Iog2n) time on CREW PRAM and uses O(~)  processors. tog-n 
5 Conc lus ion  
In this paper we described parallel algorithms for linear tree pattern matching on the 
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PRAM model. To the best of our knowledge these are the first known parallel algorithms 
for this problem on this model. It is straightforward to extend our algorithm for matching 
several patterns with a single subject. In particular if q is the total number of patterns 
and kl,/~2, 9 9 9 are the number of variables in pattern PloP2,..., pq respeetively~ then our 
algorithm would require O( -(q 4" ~,~q=l k~)n~ processors and take O(log2n) time on CREW 
log2n "J 
model. On the CRCW model the algorithm would require O([q" -bG~_~kl)n)~"q" processors log n 
and take O(log n) time. 
Recent Results 
Since this paper was submitted for publication the following new parallel algorithms for 
string matching and prefix sum computation have been developed. 
1. Berkman et. al. [2] presented a new parallel string matching algorithm that runs on 
a CRCW PRAM in O(loglog n) time using O(~)  processors. 
2. Cole and Vishkin [5] designed a new parallel prefix algorithm that runs in O(~3 
time on a CRCW PRAM having 0 ( ~  logn / processors. 
We can use these algorithms to improve the time performance of our preprocessing on the 
CRCW PRAM.  
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